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Chapter 551 Discovery And Shock 

(Mental Power –> Psychic Power) 

Huhu! 

Under the heavy firepower of the high-altitude Spaceship, the Giant Monster has no energy to go after 

Lin Rui. As for the vines attacking from the depths of the forest, Lin Rui can quickly get away from them 

as long as he finds a gap. 

However, after noticing that the Giant Monster was pinned down by the Spaceship, Lin Rui began to 

fight again instead of escaping. 

“The Giant Monster is occupied by Star-Lord, so… can I kill this guy?” Lin Rui looked at the battle 

between Star-Lord and the Giant Monster and thought silently in his heart while staring at the vines that 

were constantly attacking him. After all, these two monsters can definitely produce a lot of Reward 

points in the System Shop! 

Brush! 

Just as Lin Rui was hesitating, two vines rushed toward his side and pulled. Although they did not touch 

Lin Rui’s body this time, the two tree vines absorbed some of the Internal Energy on Lin Rui’s body 

surface. It seems that the other party has really found a way to deal with Lin Rui. 

“Huh! Since you are looking for death then I will uproot you from the ground today!” If this plant 

monster had retreated at this time, then Lin Rui would not have continued to fight it, but this guy still 

attacked him even after seeing that the Giant Monster was occupied by the Spaceship. 

“Let me see where your real body is!?” Having decided to kill this plant monster, Lin Rui used his Insight 

Technique with all his strength while dishing out a few Sword Energy attacks. 

Hum~ 

With the full operation of Insight Technique, a powerful and obscure spirit wave rushed out of Lin Rui. 

With the increase of Lin Rui’s strength, his Psychic power is also slowly increasing, and now he has 

almost completely digested the spiritual fruit he ate when he lifted the Hammer. 

After this powerful Psychic wave rushed out, it swiftly drilled into the depths of the forest along the 

vines, and these vines did not respond at all. 

… 

Dī Dī! 

Just when Lin Rui made up his mind to kill the plant monster in the forest and resorted to Insight 

Technique, a siren suddenly sounded in the cockpit of Star-Lord’s Spaceship not far behind him. 

“Found a strong Psychic Power fluctuation in the immediate area!” As the alarm sounded, Star-Lord’s 

Spaceship’s AI(Artificial Intelligence) suddenly reported a special situation. 



Call! 

Hearing the report of the AI, Star-Lord and Rocket, who were still concentrating on the monster below 

them, made some mistakes in their operations. Although they adjusted quickly, this moment was 

enough for Deadpool by their side to notice their strange movements. 

“What’s wrong?” Deadpool asked curiously, not knowing why the words of that Cute looking AI would 

make such a big change in the expression of Star-Lord and Rocket. 

In Deadpool’s view, the Psychic Power fluctuations detected by Spaceship’s intelligent system should be 

from Mirage Knight. Deadpool himself is a Mutant and he knows a lot about the Mutants on earth. 

Among them, there is a type of Mutants whose abilities are very difficult to control and the most 

difficult to deal with, and that is Psychic Power, among which Professor Charles is the most famous in X-

Men. 

Therefore, Deadpool was not surprised at all after hearing that the AI’s report. Mirage Knight’s Psychic 

Strength is not weak and Deadpool has long known about it, anyway, there are still many such people 

on earth. 

“Psychic Power Fluctuations! Is Mirage Knight a Psychic Powered Mutant?” Star-Lord asked a little 

excitedly. 

“What Psychic Powered Mutant? Mirage Knight’s abilities and strength are trained by him through a 

special method, and before you ask, I don’t know how to train it.” Upon hearing Star-Lord’s question, 

Deadpool simply replied. 

“He is not a Psychic Mutant but he has such a strong Psychic Power, and he trained it?! How is this 

possible?!” Hearing Deadpool’s answer, both Star-Lord and Rocket had an unbelievable expression on 

their faces. 

Although Star-Lord and Rocket have indeed been in the universe for a few years, they can only do very 

little with their strength. However, they have seen a lot of things over the years. 

Among them, they have seen too many different races. Among the different races, the standing of the 

Races lies in their Spiritual or Psychic Power, and the stronger the spiritual power, the higher the level of 

their race in the universe. 

Because no matter how strong someone’s physical power is, he or she can be suppressed by the Cosmic 

environment and more powerful man-made objects, but the Psychic Power is different. 

It can be said that Psychic Power is the most mysterious and powerful ability in this universe. Spaceships 

of wandering mercenary squads like Star-Lord will be equipped with Psychic power testing devices, just 

to avoid encountering any Psychic ly powerful races. 

This is why Star-Lord was so surprised after discovering Lin Rui’s powerful Psychic power, especially after 

Deadpool told him that Lin Rui’s Psychic power was trained. 

“Impossible? That’s Mirage Knight. And, I probably know what you mean by Psychic power mutants. 

Although this kind of people are rare on earth, there are still some there.” Seeing Star-Lord’s shocked 

shocked expression, Deadpool continued. 



“There are more Psychic Mutants on the earth?! How is this possible? Is that still the ordinary earth 

from my memory?” Hearing Deadpool say that there are other Psychic Mutants on the earth, the shock 

in Star-Lord’s heart continues. 

If it wasn’t for the Giant Monster below that was still pressuring them, Star-Lord would have started to 

ask about this situation immediately. 

“Earth~ That’s not an ordinary planet!” It seemed that Deadpool had felt good to shock someone like 

Star-Lord and he spoke in a low tone. 

Huhu~ 

“Huh?! What is that!?” Just when Star-Lord was in extreme shock because of Deadpool’s words, Rocket 

who was still focusing on beating the Monster, suddenly exclaimed out in a surprised voice. 

Brush! 

After making that sound of surprise and confusion, Rocket’s paw quickly slapped twice on the screen in 

front of him. Then, the picture on the glass in front of them focused on one place, which was the back of 

the monster on the ground. 

Under the firepower of the Spaceship, this Giant Monster with extremely high defense power was 

riddled with injuries, of which the back was the worst. 

And when Rocket aimed the camera at the back of the Giant Monster, the skin that had been scorched 

by a large amount of fire seemed to be cracking, and the deep red flesh inside was slowly exposed. 

However, this change does not seem to be a normal response. Through the sophisticated lens on the 

Spaceship, Rocket can see the situation very clearly. The scorched skin on the back of the Giant Monster 

quickly cracked and fell off, and finally, the flesh and blood inside finally squeezed out. 

Sneer! Call! 

With the appearance of that piece of flesh and blood, a large piece of black skin on the back was 

completely stretched! Then there was an explosion, and two pairs of huge meat wings bounced out of 

the back of the Giant Monster! 

Deadpool:- O_O 

Chapter 552 Might 

Huhu~ 

As the two pairs of fleshy wings on the back of the Giant Monster’s skin were exposed, Deadpool, Star-

Lord, and Rocket on Spaceship were all dumbfounded for a moment. 

Gudang! ~ 

“That… thing has wings!?” Star-Lord stammered while staring at the two pairs of wings that were slowly 

spreading out. Of course, he didn’t expect anyone to answer for himself. 



“Why are you asking me after seeing it.” As soon as the Star-Lord’s voice fell, Rocket gave his own 

answer. 

As for Deadpool, his reaction was worse than that of Star-Lord and Rocket. Because he had previously 

roared loudly towards this Giant Monster and gloated to be in the air but not long after he finished 

saying this, this monster really came out with two pairs of wings! 

“Damn it! Am I cursed? And, even if you have wings, you won’t be able to fly with that size!” Finally, the 

surprise of seeing the Giant Monster with wings on its back faded and Deadpool shouted loudly. 

Brush! 

Hearing Deadpool’s words, Star-Lord and Rocket looked at each other and then slammed the joystick, 

instantly pulling Spaceship to a higher position. If Deadpool didn’t say these words just now, they might 

be able to expect that the wings of the monster below were just for show. 

But since Deadpool had spoken that the Monster won’t be able to fly then the monster below must be 

able to fly. This is the power of Deadpool’s Black and Unlucky Mouth, whatever he speaks becomes false 

and the opposite is bound to happen. Star-Lord and Rocket have quickly realized this problem. 

Gulugulu~ 

“Hey?! You guys…” Deadpool fell to the ground by the sudden acceleration of the Spaceship, and he lay 

down on the floor feeling very confused and wanted to ask them why they did it. 

Dī Dī! 

However, the situation that was captured by the Spaceship in the next second caused Deadpool to shut 

up. Because, the Giant Monster with wings in the forest raised its head and glanced at the Spaceship 

that was flying higher and higher, and then it swung the wings. Then, it skillfully flapped the two pairs of 

wings and flew up to the sky! 

“Damn it! It really can fly!?” Deadpool, who was still lying on the floor, stared and shouted when he saw 

the picture displayed on the screen. 

Dī Dī~ 

“According to the analysis, this monster should have several forms. Normally, its wings are hidden under 

the skin on its back. Because in this forest, it is the absolute overlord with its size and power. But when it 

encounters natural enemies that will suppress it like us then it will use its other forms, such as the two 

pairs of wings behind it.” Under the rapid analysis of the Spaceship AI(Artificial Intelligence), Rocket and 

Star-Lord quickly understood that this giant is the exaggerated definition of the situation of this 

monster. 

“It didn’t take out the wings before because it should have considered them to be unnecessary. After all, 

it was fighting in the jungle. The wings would have been in the way. Maybe we shouldn’t intervene in 

this battle.” Staring at the bottom of the screen which shows the Monster getting faster and faster, Star-

Lord said with an ugly expression on his face. 



“Damn! Is there really such a thing? Multi-form changes! It can also change according to the dangers it is 

in! Is there such a perfect lifeform in the world?” Hearing Star-Lord and Rocket’s words, Deadpool got 

up and spoke with some surprise in his voice. 

“Although the ability to switch forms is really great, it is not a perfect lifeform. However, this is not the 

time to talk about that, let’s talk about the trouble that is coming towards us! It’s catching up!” Hearing 

Deadpool’s words, Star-Lord explained. 

However, he held the control arm tightly and turned to the right. After Spaceship turned flexibly, a huge 

shadow swept past their left. 

“Wow! That’s dangerous!” Deadpool shouted gratefully as they were almost swept away by the Giant 

Monster. 

“Why are you still standing there?! It is becoming more and more adapted to its own flying state, and if 

this continues, we will probably only get rid of it by breaking out of the atmosphere.” Seeing Deadpool 

still wandering behind, Star-Lord shouted loudly. 

“Counterattack? How should we counterattack?!” Deadpool asked helplessly when he heard Star-Lord’s 

words. 

Deadpool is now in Star-Lord’s Spaceship. Although it has been a day since he had seen it, it is 

impossible for him to operate it. It would be better if they let him sit in a small space quietly then letting 

him operate the Spaceship to fight that Huge Monster! 

“Iris!!” Seeing Deadpool’s clumsy look, Star-Lord shouted helplessly. 

“Yes, Sir. My suggestion is to rush out of the atmosphere so that we can get rid of the Giant Beast.” As 

Star-Lord yelled, a light voice responded to him in the cockpit. 

Hearing the advice of Spaceship’s intelligent system, Star-Lord frowned, “No, if the monster behind us 

has no target, then it will go back to attack Mirage Knight. In its current state, Mirage Knight may not 

even be able to run away again.” 

“That’s right! We can’t let it go back to Mirage Knight!” Deadpool was expecting Star-Lord to drive the 

Spaceship into outer space to get rid of Giant Beast but after hearing his words, he jumped up and called 

out. He will not let Mirage Knight face such danger alone. 

“Then, sit tightly!” Star-Lord shouted while pushing the joystick to the end. 

Now that he has decided his course of action, Star-Lord will take the Giant Beast behind him for some 

laps. With the assistance of Rocket and Intelligent System, Star-Lord’s Spaceship may be able to persist 

for some time. Moreover, for the time being, no long-range weapon was found behind the Giant Beast. 

Huhu~bang bang bang! 

As Star-Lord pushed the lever to the end, a dazzling white light spurted from the back of the Spaceship. 

Then, with a sonic boom, Star-Lord piloted the Spaceship and started racing through the atmosphere. 

… 



Brush! 

Compared to the two flying things who were fleeing and chasing high in the sky, Lin Rui, who is still in 

the forest, looked a little relieved. Since the release of his Psychic power to track the tree vine’s body, 

those tree vines intercepted in front of Lin Rui have caused little threat to him. 

On the one hand, Lin Rui exploded out with a part of his true strength, and his sword cut off several tree 

vines, making them unable to get close to him at all to absorb his Internal Energy. On the other hand, 

with the help of strong Psychic power, Lin Rui can also better judge the upcoming attack. 

Brush! 

Once again avoiding the two vines that were attacking him, Lin Rui’s brows were still tightly frowning. 

“That Giant Monster actually has wings! No wonder the system gave it as high a rating as the one hidden 

inside. I thought it just had a high defense!” While rushing to the depths of the forest, Lin Rui slowly 

thought in his heart. 

Under the effect of strong Psychic power, Lin Rui discovered it at the very beginning of the Giant Beast’s 

change. However, since Star-Lord and the others are willing to help him share the pressure, Lin Rui 

couldn’t go back or retreat. 

“Then, let me see your true colors!” 

Chapter 553 Escape 

In Lin Rui’s perception, these thick tree vines and the short black roots on the forest floor have a light 

green line. These lines are thick and thin, and the stronger the vine, the more obvious the lines. Based 

on these lines, Lin Rui found the location of the Plant Monster’s body, which was in the deepest part of 

the forest ahead. 

“Fortunately, you can only control this part of the plants. If this forest was under your control then I 

would really have died here.” Lin Rui thought silently in his heart while he quickly rushed towards the 

position of the Plant Monster body. 

As Lin Rui continued to approach, the immobile plant monster in front of him constantly used different 

attack methods to attack and block Lin Rui. The least powerful black tree roots now though were like 

ants as they came towards Lin Rui one by one, but under Lin Rui’s powerful sword attacks, these black 

tree roots were of no use. 

As for the tree vines that were good for power and can absorb Internal Energy, Lin Rui has cut dozens of 

them. In addition to these two attack methods, the closer he is getting to the main body, more and 

more plants in the forest had started to attack Lin Rui. 

“Huh! Are you planning to stop me? It’s a little late for that!” Staring at the place where the large green 

light entangled in front, Lin Rui forcibly broke through various plants. 

Brush! 



Just after Lin Rui broke through a wall of thorns again, his eyes were suddenly covered by a shadow. A 

big tree as high as five stories seemed to have come alive, it twisted the canopy and pressing it down 

directly at Lin Rui. 

Lin Rui felt a strong breath of life from this tree. However, this breath is a little different from the green 

that is hiding behind it. 

“Get the fuck out of my way!” Lin Rui held the Beheading Spirit Sword in one hand without fearing the 

huge canopy smashing down on his head and swiped the sword upward. 

Buzzing! 

Following Lin Rui’s attack, a dazzling Azura light burst out in the depths of the forest. These vital greens 

in the forest are different. This half-moon-shaped Azura light gives people a horrible feeling that it could 

extinguish everything. 

Brush! 

In an instant, the Azura light penetrated the entire canopy directly from below and finally rushed out 

from the canopy. However, the huge canopy continued to hit Lin Rui below as if it had not received the 

slightest damage. As for Lin Rui, he also rushed upward without evading. 

Kakaka! Call! 

Just when Lin Rui was about to be hit by the huge canopy, a huge crack appeared from the bottom to 

the center of the huge canopy. As Lin Rui rushed upwards, the cracks got bigger and bigger. Finally, Lin 

Rui just passed through this crack, unscathed. 

Ding~ 

“Severely Injured a B-Class Plant Lifeform, causing 60% damage to it.” Just after Lin Rui rushed out of the 

huge tree canopy, the system’s lack of emotional voice suddenly sounded in his mind. 

“En? B-Class Lifeform?! So this thing is not a part of that Tree Monster!” Lin Rui thought silently when he 

heard the system prompt in his mind. 

No matter how many black tree roots and vines were cut off by Lin Rui, the system prompted the 

damage to the real B-Grade lifeform. And this mature tree made the system gave a separate reminder, 

so obviously, this guy is an independent individual. 

Lin Rui don’t know if it was controlled by the guy, or if they were originally a single entity. Anyway, Lin 

Rui doesn’t care about this now, he will just cut off everything that is blocking him. 

“I will come back to you later!” The big tree that was hit hard by Lin Rui’s sword fell to the ground after 

the canopy was split in half. Lin Rui didn’t stay too much, and continued towards the place behind that 

was shrouded in green light. 

Shoo! 

As Lin Rui approached the place, the Plant Monster seemed to become very anxious, and large swaths of 

plants and trees kept blocking Lin Rui. But at this time, it can no longer come up with any good way to 



prevent Lin Rui from approaching it even if it had the forest under its complete control. Unless there are 

several B-Class Tree Monsters like that to deal with Lin Rui, it can’t stop him at all. 

“It seems that you are out of tricks!” Already approaching the green one hundred meters away, Lin Rui 

already knew that the other party had nothing to stop him. 

As long as Lin Rui can kill this monster, then he can receive at least about 20,000 Reward Points, which is 

already quite good. Moreover, this Plant Monster is from an Alien Planet. He doesn’t know if there are 

any treasures on it. If he put it in the System Shop, he might be able to redeem some good things. 

Buzzing~ 

However, just when Lin Rui was about to rush in to kill this Plant Monster with his sword, a small 

vibration suddenly came from the ground. Moreover, this kind of vibration has continued and is 

constantly increasing. 

“What the hell?” Feeling the vibration under the ground getting stronger and stronger, Lin Rui stared at 

the front and muttered. 

In Lin Rui’s perception, the place where the green lines are entangled is the body of the Plant Monster. 

And at this time, the green lines that had gathered together actually swiftly drilled into the ground. 

Every time a green line penetrates the ground, the vibration of the ground will increase by one point. It 

seemed that the Plant Monster had already started to flee after knowing that he could not escape Lin 

Rui’s pursuit. 

To survive in such a forest, it is impossible for such a lifeform to not have life-saving skills. But Lin Rui 

was sure that this guy could not move, but now it seems that he has made a mistake. 

This kind of powerful earthquake is dispensable for Lin Rui. His main purpose now is not to let his 

opponent run away, otherwise, all of his efforts would be wasted. Therefore, after perceiving those 

green lines digging into the ground, Lin Rui decisively took out dozens of small alloy balls from the 

portable space. 

Shoo! 

After pulling out these small alloy balls, Lin Rui flicked his hands, and silver rays shot out in all directions 

of the forest. Those silver rays are exactly what Lin Rui took out of the portable space just now. 

“Want to run?! I won’t give you this chance!” Lin Rui spoke as he threw those alloy balls out. 

Pū Pū Pū! Pū Pū Pū! 

As the balls shot below the ground, a muffled noise was heard in this area. It turned out that in order to 

prevent the guy in front from escaping, Lin Rui threw out dozens of small shock bombs in one go. 

So many shock bombs exploded underground, completely changing the underground environment in 

this area, and the green light couldn’t escape quickly. 

Chapter 554 Kill 



After the dozen or so miniature explosive bombs had completely blown up the area, Lin Rui noticed the 

green lines running in all directions for a while, and then they stopped. Under the power of the shock 

bomb, it was not feasible for the plant monster in front to escape in pieces. 

It’s not that it can’t escape, it’s just that it will be seriously injured under the power of the micro shock 

bombs. After all, as a whole, it may be able to withstand this level of explosion, but after being reduced 

in size, it is clear that its defense power has also been reduced by a lot. 

Buzzing~ 

After the area was completely blocked by the explosive power of the bombs, Lin Rui noticed that the 

green light from the ground had stopped moving for a short time and then jumped towards him. 

According to Lin Rui’s judgment, these green lights are probably trees and vines. The threat these things 

possess towards him is nothing. 

“Humm? This direction? Are you panicking?” A large swath of green light rushed toward him from the 

ground, and Lin Rui thought with some confusion. 

Call! 

Thinking like this in his heart, Lin Rui continued to lighten his feet, and then rushed forward. The body of 

this plant monster is in front of him and Lin Rui will not give up killing it at this time. This is a golden 

reward point! 

Brush! 

Once again, Lin Rui broke through the thorny wall that stood in front of him. At this moment, Lin Rui no 

longer had those tree spirits with teeth and dancing claws in front of him. In the middle of the grass, a 

dark green grass ball with a diameter of about five meters stays there quietly like a huge green pearl. 

If he hadn’t sensed the strong breath of life from this green ball, Lin Rui would not have thought that it 

was the body of a B-Grade Lifeform. 

“This guy can control so many tree roots, tree vines, and that B-Level tree. I didn’t expect it’s body to 

look so weak.” Lin Rui said softly as he stared at the green ball less than fifteen meters away. 

When fighting in the forest before, the vines controlled by this guy caused Lin Rui a lot of trouble. 

Especially afterward, this guy’s attack already had the special effect of absorbing Lin Rui’s Internal 

Energy. 

Before seeing this guy’s body, Lin Rui guessed that this guy would at least look like a Thousand Years 

Treant level thing. However, seeing the green ball in front of him with his own eyes, Lin Rui felt that it 

did not seem to be as powerful as he had imagined before. 

However, Lin Rui didn’t notice something. Although he had wiped out a lot of plants controlled by this 

guy, the percentage of damage he had dealt with this monster in his mind was only over 20%. In other 

words, the body of the guy in front of him retains 80% of his power, so he can’t judge the guy’s strength 

by his size. 

Moreover, in order to save a lot of Internal Energy that has been consumed, Lin Rui weakened the 

Internal Energy protection on the surface of his body when he fell from mid-air. 



Therefore, when he broke through layer after layer of interception, some imperceptible light green 

powder had spread around on his body without him knowing. The pale green powder slowly penetrated 

into the Internal Energy protective layer when Lin Rui was not paying attention to it, and now some of it 

had begun to move into the Phantom Suit. 

As for the appearance of the light green powder, neither the protective charm nor the Phantom Suit 

gave Lin Rui any hint about them. 

Brush! 

“It doesn’t matter, although you still look weak and pitiful but since it was you who attacked first then I 

am not gonna hold back either. Moreover, after finally coming to an Alien Planet, I need to bring some 

souvenirs back.” Depressing the inexplicable hesitation in his heart, Lin Rui had already lifted the 

Beheading Spirit Sword at the next moment and pointed it towards the green ball ahead. 

Buzzing~ 

However, just as Lin Rui was preparing to quickly attack the body of the guy in front of him, a violent 

vibration suddenly spread from the ground. 

As the vibration became more and more intense, cracks appeared in this grassland, and large tracts of 

soil turned up from the ground. Then, the land in the area centered on where Lin Rui stood was quickly 

pushed up under the violent shaking. 

Hoop! 

As this large area was lifted, a large piece of soil slipped down from the edge of the lifted land, but the 

location of Lin Rui in the middle was still intact. However, the expression on Lin Rui’s face looked very 

ugly. Because he seems to already know what had happened to him. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

As the huge block of soil on which Lin Rui stood was lifted higher and higher, sixteen vines, one meter 

thick, suddenly burst out of the cracks in the grass. These vines are dark-red, and there is still a lot of dirt 

stuck on their surface. 

The instant the vines rushed out of the crack, they had already exceeded Lin Rui’s current height, and 

they were still rushing upward. Moreover, the foremost part of these vines has a conical shape. 

“Damn it!!” Feeling the numbness from just now, Lin Rui stared at the vines rushing up from all around 

and spoke angrily. 

Lin Rui had planned to leave as the earthquake had begun to occur just now. However, just when Lin Rui 

was about to leave, he suddenly felt that his body was not following his command. What was originally a 

simple action now actually takes a lot of effort, and his Internal Energy seems to have weakened a lot in 

some way. 

Therefore, in order to ensure that he can still have the strength in the next phase of the battle, Lin Rui 

can only let himself be constantly pushed into the air. 



Although there was a physical problem, Lin Rui’s Psychic Power had not been affected. He scanned 

himself as soon as he noticed the problem with his body. Under Lin Rui’s powerful Psychic power at this 

time, he finally found the pale green powder attached to the surface of his body and digging into it. 

Knowing that his Internal Energy does not have much effect on it, Lin Rui could only use the Psychic 

Power to strengthened his defense to prevent the pale green powder from continuing to affect him. 

Huhu! 

Finally, after Lin Rui was lifted into the air and surrounded by those huge vines, the soil under his feet 

finally quickly shattered. In front of Lin Rui’s eyes, a huge dark-red flower shook the soil under his feet 

and pushed it up. Just now, it was this huge flower that rushed up against that piece of land. 

“Very good! So that’s the real you! You are quite intelligent for you to play tricks like that!” The huge 

flower under his feet was about to swallow him, but Lin Rui looked over the huge petal. 

Call! 

In the next moment, Lin Rui was swallowed by a huge flower below him along with the crumbling soil 

under his feet. 
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Huhu! 

When Lin Rui fell into the huge flower due to numbness all over his body, the huge flower instantly 

closed the thick petals that it opened and wrapped Lin Rui’s figure tightly. If these petals were 

transparent then one would have been able to see Lin Rui holding his Beheading Spirit Sword tightly and 

frowning as he is swallowed by a flower. 

When the petals around Lin Rui quickly closed towards the center, Lin Rui was about to fall into the 

heart of this giant piranha flower. Because this flower is really too big, its core diameter is more than 

five meters, which is enough for Lin Rui to settle down. 

However, Lin Rui won’t fall into that flower core that easily. Because, although the flower’s core does 

not seem to be dangerous, it is covered with light green powder, which is the same as the powder on Lin 

Rui’s body that is quietly numbing his physical strength. 

Lin Rui, who had made one mistake will not make a second one, but how can he break free at this time? 

Although Lin Rui has used his Psychic power to separate the powder that is affecting him, it will take a 

while to complete recovery his normal body operation. Lin Rui’s eyes flashed as his fingers moved. 

Buzzing~ 

Following the slight movement of Lin Rui’s fingers, a small spatial fluctuation spread from his waist. 

Then, a long board-shaped object appeared out of thin air at his feet, it was an improved version of the 

Hoverboard! Lin Rui still has this Hoverboard in his Personal Space! 

Huhu! 



After this Hoverboard appeared at Lin Rui’s feet, it immediately sprayed out a light blue flame, which 

helped Lin Rui who was falling towards the light green powder. Fortunately, although the environment 

of this planet is different from the earth, the difference is not too much. Otherwise, the Hoverboard 

would not have been able to fly. 

Lin Rui didn’t look much better when he stepped on the Hoverboard. Because the petals that have been 

closed and they are about to completely squeeze down. Therefore, it is impossible to hover here safely 

on the Hoverboard for a long time. 

Buzzing~ 

Facing the petals that were closed on all sides, Lin Rui once again used his Portable Space to take out 

some things. 

Then, a dozen small alloy balls appeared in Lin Rui’s hands. These small alloy balls are much smaller than 

the previous miniature shock bombs, and Lin Rui can hold more than ten with one hand. After adjusting 

his wrist, Lin Rui threw out all the alloy balls in his hand. 

Swipe! 

Although Lin Rui can only use a little strength at this time, it is enough for him to accurately throw those 

alloy balls to their destination, which is the petals that are closed on all sides. 

As soon as they touched the petals, these small alloy spheres automatically adsorbed on them and then 

began to glow red. At this time, Lin Rui’s figure was also flashed with two layers of light blue apertures 

that were covering his body. 

Pū Pū Pū! Bang~bang~bang! ~ 

When the red glow of the dozen or so alloy balls had been connected together, they exploded again and 

again on the petals that had been closed. Although the explosive power of these small spheres is not 

very strong, they can only make a small opening in the petals. 

However, more than a dozen explosive powers are united together and enclosed in such an 

environment which means that the power of the explosion is even greater. 

Huhuhu! 

A burst of explosive shock waves raged inside the closed flower and prevented the petals from 

continuing to close together. However, this explosion also affected Lin Rui, who was in the center of the 

flower space. After all, the bomb does not recognize people, and the shock wave swept over Lin Rui 

again and again. 

“Ahh! Damn it! I wouldn’t have done that if I didn’t know that the consequences would be worse after 

these petals close!” Although the two layers of protection were put in advance, Lin Rui, who was on a 

Hoverboard, was still affected by the shock waves and he was hurt. 

Brush! 

Once again adding a layer of protection to himself, Lin Rui tried to wave the Beheading Spirit Sword in 

his right hand. 



“En!? It’s already recovering!” Feeling the powerful feeling in his body again, Lin Rui shouted out in 

surprise. 

“Then, let me see what else you can do!” Confirming that his strength has recovered by more than half, 

Lin Rui glanced coldly at the giant flower that swallowed him and shouted in his heart. 

Swipe! 

Then, Lin Rui controlled the Hoverboard under his feet and swung three sword attacks upwards. 

Although the surrounding petals were damaged by the explosion, they did not really get through. If Lin 

Rui wants to break through now, the top place is his best choice, because there is the place where these 

petals had finally closed, and there are also cracks there. 

Call! 

In this way, against the unstoppable aftermath of the explosion, Lin Rui has raised the Beheading Spirit 

Sword and launched a counterattack against the closed petals above! 

When Lin Rui rushed to the top, the light green powder that had been quietly staying on the bottom of 

the flower seemed to have been affected and all of them flew up and quickly swept towards Lin Rui’s 

position above. 

… 

Brush! Brush! 

When Lin Rui fell into the trap of the plant monster, two shadows were still chasing after each other ten 

thousand meters above this forest. 

Da Da Da! 

While flying, the firepower system on the Spaceship continued to launch various attacks towards the 

rear, but the effect was minimal. 

Star-Lord had taken the monster behind them for several laps, but he still couldn’t get rid of it. And if it 

hadn’t been for Rocket and Star-Lord’s very good driving skills, they might have been clawed down from 

the sky long ago. 

“Why is that monster’s defensive power and endurance so strong!? Rocket, don’t we have more 

powerful weapons!?” Star-Lord shouted anxiously. 

“Don’t you know what’s on your Spaceship? If you were willing to buy some equipment more 

generously then we wouldn’t be in this situation now!” Hearing Star-Lord’s words, Rocket, who is 

adjusting the firepower system answered without even turning around. 

“Okay! Alright! I see, after this vacation, I will give you the money and let you buy those parts!” Hearing 

Rocket’s words, Star-Lord continued to shout. 

In such an emergency situation, it is also great that Star-Lord and Rocket can discuss such things as it 

means that they were not feeling pressured. 



Dī Dī Dii! 

Just when Star-Lord and Rocket were struggling to deal with the Giant Monster that was chasing after 

them, the alarm that had sounded before once again sounded out in the Spaceship. Moreover, it was 

obviously not because of the monster behind them. 

“Iris, Report!!” Without time to check the reason for the alarm, Star-Lord had to shout the name of the 

intelligent system and ask her. 

“Star-Lord, the presence of a Hostile Starship has been detected.” 

Chapter 556 Brave Arrival 

Brush! 

At an altitude of 10,000 meters, Star-Lord’s Spaceship is still swaying flexibly from side to side with the 

Giant Beast behind it. However, after hearing Iris’s words, the attention of Star-Lord and Rocket was not 

entirely on the Giant Beast behind them. Because they encountered something more troublesome than 

the Giant Beast. 

“Hostile Spaceship? What is that? Your enemies are chasing after you?!” Seeing the expression on Star-

Lord and Rocket’s faces after hearing Iris’s prompt, Deadpool asked quickly. 

Now they themselves are already in this dangerous situation. If Star-Lord’s enemies in the universe 

really got here after chasing after them then Deadpool is sure that they would be dying here today. 

Perhaps, he should indicate earlier that he is not familiar with Star-Lord? This might save his life! But 

what if their enemy doesn’t care about anything and just fires? Then he wouldn’t be able to run away! 

Now, he is still on the same rope with Star-Lord! Countless thoughts flashed through Deadpool’s mind in 

just a few seconds. 

“Star-Lord, what should we do now? If we escape now, we would still have a chance to escape.” Without 

answering Deadpool, Rocket asked Star-Lord while controlling the fire system to attack the Giant Beast 

behind them. 

“Even if you want to escape, you have to take Mirage Knight with us! If we run away like this, Mirage 

Knight will fall into Yondu’s hands.” Hearing Rocket’s question, Star-Lord replied with a serious tone. 

It turned out that Star-Lord already knew the identity of the person who was chasing after them. The 

flagged hostile ship is not someone else, but his adoptive father Yondu, who is also the leader of the 

Interstellar pirate group of Ravagers. 

When Star-Lord was very young, he was taken away from the earth by Yondu in order to complete a 

mission given out by Star-Lord’s true father. But then Yondu knew that Star-Lord’s father’s real purpose 

was to kill Star-Lord and other childrens like him and he didn’t complete the mission and raised Star-

Lord by himself. 

In the story of Guardian of the Galaxy, Star-Lord and Yondu were part of the Ravagers before Star-Lord 

escaped from him and created Guardian of the Galaxy. Since then, Yondu has been looking for Star-Lord 

and threatened to kill him by himself. 



However, Yondu actually only issued the Wanted Warrant only for the sake of pride and if he really 

catches Star-Lord, he won’t be killing him. However, Star-Lord didn’t want to go back to the Ravagers 

again, which had been severely corrupted from inside, so he kept hiding from Yondu. He didn’t expect to 

be found and chased this time. 

“It’s better for him to fall into Yondu’s hands than to die! And Mirage Knight is a Physic Mutant, Yondu 

won’t be able to take him anyway.” Knowing that Star-Lord will not leave Mirage Knight, Rocket 

continues to persuade. 

“Then I…” 

“Uh~ wait, you guys don’t really want to just run away like this, do you? There is still a tree in the valley 

below! Isn’t he your partner?!” Seeing Star-Lord’s hesitation, Deadpool quickly reminded them. 

Even if he wanted to escape, Deadpool had to escape with Lin Rui. He didn’t want to follow these two 

guys in the future and be hunted down in the universe. 

“Right! Groot!” 

“Damn it! Let’s go down, isn’t that a safe zone in the valley. And we know there is an ancient ruin below 

it. If we can trigger that ruin, maybe we will find a chance to slip away!” Hearing Deadpool’s reminder, 

Star-Lord and Rocket exclaimed, and then Star-Lord continued. 

“Okay! At least we were able to detect the approximate range of the ruins. Even if the ruins are 

triggered, we can escape more easily!” Rocket who also couldn’t give up Groot finally agreed to Star-

Lord’s decision. 

“Then! Let’s go down!” 

Boom! Brush! 

Then, Star-Lord’s Spaceship made a 180-degree turn in the sky and rushed past the mouth of Giant 

Beast behind them, and quickly fell towards the ground. And after the Giant Beast rushed out for a 

certain distance under the force of inertia, it also turned its head and chased it down vertically. 

… 

Just when Star-Lord’s ship spotted the Starship suddenly appearing outside the planet, in the outer 

space of this primitive planet, more than a doze Starships of various sizes were flying towards the planet 

ahead. As for Star-Lord’s adoptive father, Yondu, he was in the cockpit of the foremost and largest 

Spaceship. 

Huhu~ 

The primordial planet, which is mostly green in front of him, is getting bigger and bigger, and there is no 

change in expression in Yondu’s blue eyes. 

“Boss, are you really going to skin Peter when you catch him this time?” Just as Yondu was looking at the 

green planet ahead, the Deputy of the ship asked in a low voice. 



“Ahem! Of course! The kid had disobeyed my orders again and again! Last time, he stole the Mission 

Item without telling me! According to the rules of the Ravagers, it would be mercy even if we give him to 

cannibals and they eat him alive!” Yondu coughed twice in a daze and then replied fiercely. 

“Really? Boss, but you have been talking about doing that since Peter entered his rebellious phase. I 

haven’t really seen you actually do that!” Hearing Yondu’s answer, the pirate murmured. 

Snapped! 

Hearing the muttering, Yondu had already slapped him hard on his messy head. 

“What are you whispering about?! Hurry up to adjust the ship’s course, we are going to enter the 

atmosphere. If you let the kid run away again this time then I will take your skin!” After hitting his men, 

Yondu continued to shout. 

“Got it! We will definitely catch the Kid this time!” Following Yondu’s slap, the Deputy quickly moved 

over to control the Spaceship with a smile on his face. 

After the deputy turned and left, the ferocious expression on Yondu’s face slowly disappeared, and then 

he stared at the green primordial planet ahead. 

… 

Brush! 

At the high altitude of the forest, a Spaceship was spinning and rushing down quickly. While spinning, 

black smoke appeared on the Spaceship. During the dive, Star-Lord and the others were attacked by the 

Giant Beast, and it almost dismembered the Spaceship with just one claw. 

Dī Dī Di! 

“Forty-three percent damage to the left engine! Thirty percent damage to the weapon system!” Star-

Lord, who was almost unable to grasp the joystick, gritted his teeth tightly, but the alarm sounded in his 

ear, and Iris kept reporting bad news. 

As for Rocket, when the Spaceship’s flight attitude cannot be guaranteed, he does not need to fight 

back. They can only pray that they will not be attacked by the Giant Beast from behind before rushing 

into the valley. 

As for Deadpool, he is now rolling around behind the cockpit. 

Chapter 557 Get Out 

Call! 

Rumble! 

When Star-Lord was desperately controlling the Spaceship to rush towards the valley in the center of 

the Ancient Ruins below, the Giant Beast who came after it again caught their Spaceship’s tail with a 

paw. This time, two of the engines turned off. At this time, the Spaceship took another step toward the 

edge of losing control. 



Bang~bang~ 

“I… uh uh uh~~ I say… we~~~ can still… survive~~ come~~ come~~?!” Deadpool shouted loudly while 

rolling in a circle behind the cockpit. 

The current situation is really the most complicated and dangerous one that Deadpool has encountered, 

although he had been killed many times like the time he got killed y the Magic Cube on the bridge but 

he didn’t feel anything at that time and being killed by a spike was a momentary painful thing. 

But the current situation is different, he does know that he is destined to encounter unexpected events, 

but now he has been experiencing foreplay. 

“Survive!? Of course, we can survive! We are Guardian of the Galaxy! We have seen and faces many 

dangerous situations and it has been us who came on top on every one of them!” Hearing Deadpool’s 

words, Star-Lord jerked the joystick and shouted loudly. 

Buzzing! boom! 

As Star-Lord pulled the joystick, the Spaceship, which was spinning vertically and falling into the forest, 

adjusted its direction in an instant and swept the edge of the forest towards the valley position after 

drawing a standard ninety degrees. 

Call! 

After the Spaceship turned at this moment, the Giant Beast chasing it down directly rushed into the 

forest below due to its own inertia. After overwhelming dozens of ancient trees, this Giant Beast stood 

up from the forest and looked at the direction where the Spaceship was going. 

However, this time it did not rush ahead to catch up to them again. On the one hand, it knew that Star-

Lord was about to rush into the valley; On the other hand, it felt an aura of anxiety and even fear from a 

place not far from the valley. 

It was because of this aura of anxiety and fear that the Giant Beast stopped. Because this kind of aura 

came from the Plant Monster’s body. As the B-Grade Lifeform in this forest, this monster clearly knows 

how strong the Plant Monster is. 

Therefore, for it to actually give out fear and anxiety means that it was obviously experiencing great 

danger. Therefore, the Giant Beast left without turning his head as he is going to rescue the Plant 

Monster. 

Huhu~ 

The four eyes of the Giant Monster kept blinking with unexplained expressions on its face, and this Giant 

Beast was thinking quickly about what to do. 

And in such a short time, Star-Lord and the others have almost rushed into the valley. Just when this 

Giant Beast hesitated, it suddenly felt another wave of fluctuations, which were coming from high 

above. 

Sii! 



After feeling the fluctuations in the sky, the Giant Beast spouted a red scent from its nose, then turned 

and ran into the deep forest without looking back. As he turned to leave, the two pairs of wings on the 

Giant Beast’s back were also rapidly contracting, and they were quickly attached to the back. 

Boom~ boom~ boom~ 

After stepping on many big trees, the Giant Beast figure slowly disappeared into the vast forest. 

… 

Just when the Giant Beast was going deeper in the forest again, the battle on the forest on the other 

side of the valley was still not over. In a huge pit that seemed to have been trampled by an earthquake, 

a dozen vines over a meter thick were twisting wildly. 

There is a giant flower with open petals on the top of these vines. The flower looks very hideous and 

terrifying, but one could tell that it had a strong attack power after taking a glance at it. 

Huhuhu! 

A dozen vines and the giant piranha flower at the top quickly interlaced in the air, and the flower 

opened and closed from time to time, chasing a black figure. 

However, the figure is very flexible, and a dozen vines have not been able to touch the figure at all. 

Needless to say, this flexible figure is Lin Rui who was trapped in the giant flower before. It seems that 

he has successfully escaped his previous dilemma. 

Brush! 

“If the Hoverboard hadn’t fully adapted to the gravity and environment of this planet then I would have 

wasted a lot of my Internal Energy!” While avoiding the giant flower, Lin Rui thought calmly in his heart. 

Two minutes ago, Lin Rui rushed out of the giant flower with a slight injury on his body. After avoiding 

the attack of the pale green powder, he resisted the attacks of the vines from outside. 

However, Lin Rui, who has already prepared will not capsize again. Having seen the opponent’s strength, 

he no longer intends to hide any of his power back. In the forest of this Alien Planet, it doesn’t matter 

how much destruction he causes so why not release his full strength?! What’s more, his Internal Energy 

has indeed been consumed by a lot. 

“I have figured out your weakness! I should end this soon!” There was a faint golden light in his eyes as 

Lin Rui stared at a certain place in the forest and spoke in a low voice. 

Hum! 

Then, a small bottle appeared in Lin Rui’s hand, which was the Elven Holy Spring Water he had 

exchanged directly from the System Shop. 

Now that he is ready to deal with this guy, Lin Rui must of course make sure that he is kept in the best 

condition as much as possible. At the moment Elven Holy Spring Water appeared, Lin Rui had already 

drunk it in one gulp. 

Gurgling~ 



With the Elven Holy Spring Water, Lin Rui felt that his injuries were quickly recovering. Without wasting 

any time, Lin Rui’s figure disappeared in the next second. After Lin Rui disappeared, a vine just appeared 

on the phantom image he had left behind. 

Brush~brush~brush~ 

Lin Rui seems to be teleporting after his strength has recovered, leaving black phantoms in mid-air, and 

the fast vines couldn’t touch him at all. Lin Rui had a very clear goal at this time, which is a position in 

the forest. 

That is where the green ball that was hiding before was located. Lin Rui clearly knows that no matter 

how powerful these vines are, they are controlled by that ball. As long as he kills that then these things 

will instantly disappear. 

Brush! 

Once again leaving a phantom image in the air, Lin Rui was almost able to enter the attack range. 

However, the body of the plant monster obviously wouldn’t let Lin Rui succeed in this way. Therefore, 

large patches of light green powder pounced out of the forest in front of Lin Rui. The powder has the 

effect of attenuating Internal Energy and penetrating the human body, and it is impossible for Lin Rui to 

pass through it safely. 

“Again with this trick? It seems that you don’t have any other interesting tricks!” Lin Rui muttered coldly 

when he saw the powder in the sky. 

Call! 

Then, Lin Rui released all of his Psychic Power, creating a Psychic Power barrier. His Internal Energy can’t 

block the powder, so Lin Rui uses his Psychic Power to block it! 

Huhuhu! 

Under the protection of the Psychic Power barrier, Lin Rui rushed through this last layer of defense 

without taking any loss. When Lin Rui saw the ball hiding in the depths of the forest again, he knew that 

this guy had no ace cards now. 

“Bye then!” Lin Rui squeezed the handle of the Spirit Sword in his hand as he leaped high and slashing it 

down. 

Booming~ 

As the Beheading Spirit Sword swung down, a dazzling Azura light burst out from the depths of the 

forest, suppressing the sunlight of this primitive planet. 

Chapter 558 Subsequent 

Shout! 

After getting rid of the Giant Beast who was chasing after them, Star-Lord finally swayed into the valley 

in the Spaceship. As it descended towards the center of the valley, thick black smoke continued to blow 

from behind the engine. 



Huhu~Peng! 

In the end, the Spaceship, which had suffered a lot of damage, landed on the side of the pool diagonally. 

At this time, little Groot, who had taken root and was resting by the water pool, had already pulled out 

his feet and was running anxiously by the water pool. It seems that Groot also sensed the battle that 

took place outside the valley. 

Card! 

The Spaceship door opened quickly before it stopped. Then, Rocket ran out anxiously from inside. 

“Groot! Come here!” Rocket shouted loudly while watching Groot running around. 

“I AM GROOT!” Hearing Rocket’s words, Groot responded loudly and then ran towards the Spaceship. 

Call! 

When Groot ran over, Rocket picked him up, and then he turned and quickly got into the Spaceship 

again. Groot has been recovered, and they are leaving now. 

Card! 

“Okay! Go!” The hatch behind was completely closed, and Rocket shouted loudly while holding Groot. 

Buzzing! 

In the next second, the Spaceship engines which had only stopped in the valley for less than ten seconds 

roared again, and then the Spaceship quickly rose into the air, rushing out in the other direction of the 

valley. 

The direction in which the Spaceship is now flying is the location where Lin Rui fought with those vines. 

Star-Lord didn’t know that Lin Rui had rushed into the deep forest to find the Plant Monster’s real body, 

but the direction was still right. 

“Groot, stay here and don’t run around!” After placing Groot in the corner of the cockpit and telling it 

not to run around, Rocket quickly walked to the front. 

“Yondu and the others are about to pass through the atmosphere, we only have three minutes.” Seeing 

that Rocket has returned, Star-Lord hurriedly reminded him. 

“I know, the Underground Ruins have been marked. According to the characteristics of this valley, if we 

carry out a penetrating blow here, it should very likely trigger a counterattack from the underground 

ruins.” Sitting in his seat, Rocket’s two little bear-like paws quickly pulled something on the screen. 

“How sure are you?” Star-Lord asked after hearing Rocket’s words. 

“Thirty Percent… But does it really matter? We can only gamble now!” 

“Yes, and our luck has always been good! So, let’s get started!” 

“Okay!” With a loud voice, Rocket has already pressed the button. 

Kakaka~ 



As Rocket clicked to confirm, several small hatches suddenly opened at the bottom of the Spaceship that 

had climbed to the sky above the valley. 

Then, dozens of discs flew out of the small hatch and quickly fell toward various positions in the valley. 

After these discs fell into the valley, their smooth edges changed quickly into hard alloy serrations, and 

they spun quickly. 

Buzzing! 

Under the sharp sawtooth cutting, these discs swiftly drilled into the valley underground. According to 

their burrowing speed, three minutes would be enough for them to penetrate more than a hundred 

meters underground. More than a hundred meters, that is the approximate location of the ruins that 

Rocket had judged. 

“It’s up to our luck next!” Rocket said seriously as the discs successfully penetrated the valley. 

“So you always gambled on luck?” Deadpool murmured in a daze from behind when he heard the 

conversation between Rocket and Star-Lord. 

Brush! 

Booming~~ 

And it didn’t take long for the Spaceship to take off on the Star-Lord side, and when the small discs 

disappeared on the valley floor, a dazzling Azura light suddenly flashed from the front of their flight, 

from the forest stretched out in front of them and behind the Azura ray came a violent energy shock 

wave. 

Huhu~ 

The strong shock wave swept across a radius of 100 meters and trees that were hundreds or even 

thousands of years old fell piece by piece under this shock wave. Soon, the place where the Azura light 

burst out was cleared out and space as big as a football field soon appeared on the dense forest. 

“That was!… Mirage Knight’s attack!” After seeing the Azura light, Deadpool, who was standing behind 

Star-Lord, rushed to the cockpit glass and shouted excitedly. 

Although he couldn’t feel the shock wave outside through the Spaceship, the familiar Azura light ahead 

made him recognize it at a glance. Since Mirage Knight changed his weapons, his Energy Attacks always 

produces Azura light. 

“Mirage Knight?! So this is his real strength?!” Hearing Deadpool’s words, Star-Lord’s eyes flashed as he 

muttered. It seems that they had all underestimated Lin Rui. 

“It’s this some kind of Energy Attack. Last time I didn’t see what kind of energy it was. 

“Compared with Star-Lord’s shock at Lin Rui’s strength, Rocket is more interested in this Energy. 

“Hurry up! Mirage Knight must be fine!” Deadpool hurriedly urged as the Azura sword energy in front of 

him slowly dissipated. 



One single attack destroyed the primeval forest and created an open space of 100 meters, even if 

Mirage Knight’s strength was very strong. At this time, he should have already reached his limit. 

Brush! 

At the next moment, the Spaceship rushed towards the razed grass. 

… 

Half a minute ago, when Lin Rui broke through the defense of pale green powder and swung his sword 

towards the green ball in front of him, the still ball suddenly split from the center. 

Then, a group of dark-red weird flesh rushed out of it, rushing toward the deeper part of the forest. As 

for the cracked green sphere, it emitted green fluorescence, and intense Energy fluctuations started 

from inside of it. 

Buzzing! 

Brush! 

Just when the green ball was about to burst, an Azura sword energy smashed it directly from top to 

bottom. No matter what role the discarded ball has, it is now useless anyway. 

After taking care of the ball with his attack, Lin Rui saw that the dark-red meatball was about to escape 

from sight. So, no longer hesitating, Lin Rui gathered all the remaining Internal Energy in his body on the 

Beheading Spirit Sword. 

Buzzing! 

Filled with powerful Internal Energy, the Beheading Spirit Sword trembled slightly and issued a soft 

sword chant, and the Azura’s sword energy on his sword directly exploded to a height of ten meters. 

“Die!” With a loud shout, Lin Rui slashed down his sword fiercely. 

Chapter 559 Escape 

Phoo~ 

When Star-Lord drove the Spaceship to the grass that was destroyed by the huge shock wave, they saw 

the figure standing in the middle of the grass at a glance. 

Needless to say, that figure is obviously Lin Rui. At this time, Lin Rui stood weakly on the ground because 

the Internal Energy in his body was consumed to the last drop by the last attack just now. However, 

because of the Elven Holy Spring Water that he had just drunk, there were not many injuries on his 

body. 

“Mirage Knight is there! I knew it! I knew he would be fine!” Lying on the glass in front of the cockpit, 

Deadpool started to shout with excitement when he saw Lin Rui. 

From Deadpool’s perspective, Lin Rui is standing alone in the ruins. Behind him, dozens of tree vines 

were weakly laying on the ground, and the direction they finally pointed to was the direction where Lin 

Rui was standing. 



The destruction of this piece of ruin is also centered on Lin Rui. The closer to the center, the higher the 

degree of destruction of these trees. Under Lin Rui’s feet, there were no fragments of vegetation, but 

some kind of green and wood-colored powder. 

“That’s so cool!!…” As the Spaceship approached the ruins, Deadpool feels more and more shocked. Is 

this really something that a human can do? Deadpool thinks that there are very few Mutants that can 

pull out such a powerful attack. 

In fact, not only Deadpool but Star-Lord and Rocket are also shocked when they saw the destruction 

centered around Lin Rui. Although Lin Rui’s strength had refreshed their perceptions of him in their 

minds time and time again, the current scene before them still made them feel that this was a little 

unbelievable. 

They would not be surprised if the attack of a High-Tech Weapon produces such a result, but this is the 

result of a single person’s attack! Are Psychic Mutants really this powerful? 

“Let’s go down to pick up Mirage Knight! We are running out of time here!” After the initial surprise 

ended, Star-Lord hurriedly manipulated the Spaceship and swooped towards Lin Rui’s position below. 

Call! 

By the time Star-Lord’s Spaceship landed towards Lin Rui’s position, Lin Rui on the ground had also 

noticed the Spaceship’s arrival. Lin Rui turned his body and casually waved his left hand and threw the 

contents in his hand into the Portable Space belt. As for what that thing is, it must be worthwhile for Lin 

Rui to put it away so carefully. 

“Mirage Knight! Come on up! We need to go!” As the Spaceship dived low enough above Lin Rui, Star-

Lord’s words suddenly came out. 

Card~ 

Following Star-Lord’s words, the hatch facing Lin Rui quickly opened. Star-Lord is not planning to land in 

order to save some time. He knew that Mirage Knight could fly, so he didn’t have to land. However, he 

didn’t know that Lin Rui had already exhausted his Internal Energy and was temporarily unable to fly. Of 

course, Lin Rui is not helpless. 

Brush! 

After seeing the opened hatch, Lin Rui waved his hand and the previously stowed Hoverboard appeared 

in front of him. Then, Lin Rui stepped on the Hoverboard with a tap of his foot and flew upward. A few 

seconds later, Lin Rui rushed into the Spaceship. This was also the first time that he had entered this 

Spaceship. 

Card! Brush! 

After Lin Rui flew into the Spaceship, the hatch closed instantly. Then, Star-Lord pushed the control stick 

to its end, and the damaged part of the engine was overloaded again. 

The Spaceship with black smoke on its tail was like a small purple dot, which is about to flee in a short 

time. However, at this time, a Starship appeared in the sky above the forest. 



“Mirage Knight, are you okay?!” Deadpool asked as he saw Lin Rui walking from the rear cabin to the 

front. 

“I am okay, I am just a little spent and I will be fine after one or two good night’s sleep.” Lin Rui 

answered with a smile on his face when he heard Deadpool’s words. 

“By the way, where are we going? Did you guys take care of that Winged Monster?” Lin Rui asked when 

he saw Star-Lord and Rocket maneuvering the Spaceship with a serious expression on their faces. 

“We……” 

Dī Dī Drops! 

Just as Deadpool was preparing to explain the current situation to Lin Rui, there was another rapid 

sound of sirens in the cockpit. Then there was no need for Deadpool to explain the situation as the glass 

in front of the cockpit also shows what they are encountering now. 

“That is… an Interstellar Warship?!” Lin Rui asked in surprise after seeing the scene projected on the 

front glass. 

What the hell happened in such a short period of time that I was fighting the Plant Monster? How could 

there be an Interstellar Warship team here? Moreover, looking at Star-Lord and Rocket’s expression, 

this team being in front of us is obviously not good news. 

“That’s the Starship team of Star-Lord and his enemies. They seem to be called Ravagers, they are Space 

Pirates. Didn’t Star-Lord say that he left a pirate group? That’s them. It seems that these guys were 

chasing after Star-Lord and now our escape depends on our luck.” Finally, Deadpool interrupted Lin Rui’s 

inner monologue and quickly explained the situation to him. 

“Pirates?! Isn’t that Yondu…” Lin Rui shouted with a surprised expression on his face when he heard 

Deadpool’s words. However, halfway through his speech, Lin Rui held back the following words in time. 

Ravagers, one of their Pirate Groups where Star-Lord lived and grew up, they are also a Pirate Group 

which is led by Star-Lord’s adoptive father. It seems that after the story of Guardian of the Galaxy 1 

ended, Yondu was now really chasing after Star-Lord to kill him. 

However, even if Yondu caught Star-Lord, he wouldn’t do anything to him. However, his subordinates do 

not think so. After knowing that the Starship team outside belonged to the Ravagers, Lin Rui quickly 

thought about the information on Ravagers and Yondu. 

“Then why are we running in that direction? Isn’t there a greater chance of escape here?” Lin Rui asked 

curiously, not knowing Star-Lord’s method and plan. Because, at this time, the direction in which the 

Spaceship was flying is towards the valley, and Yondu’s Starship just landed from there. 

“Because that ruin is our only chance to escape,” Star-Lord answered Lin Rui this time. He had a 

complicated expression on his face at this time and no one knew what he was thinking. 

“Really?” Hearing Star-Lord’s words, Lin Rui also roughly guessed what they were going to do. So, he 

stopped saying much and found a place to sit down, and started meditating. 



No matter what happens next, Lin Rui should try to recover, so as to face the next situation with better 

strength. 

Chapter 560 Angry 

Just when Star-Lord pulled Lin Rui in the Spaceship, the Pirate Group led by Yondu in the high air had 

already broken through the atmosphere and quickly chased after Star-Lord’s Spaceship. 

“Boss, there seems to be something wrong! Why is Peter coming towards us? Wouldn’t it be better if 

run in the other direction if he wants to escape?” Yondu stared down through the screen in front of him. 

Seeing Star-Lord’s damaged Spaceship coming towards them, his deputy came over and asked 

suspiciously. 

Anyone in the ship could tell that Star-Lord is currently flying towards them and it would be impossible 

for him to escape Yondu’s Starship team. Although he would not be able to run away even if he runs in 

another direction, this behavior is even more strange now. 

“Ohh? This guy is quite clever, maybe he thinks there is some way to escape from me.” Yondu 

responded indifferently when he heard his deputy’s words. 

After responding to his deputy’s words, Yondu reached out his hand and tapped a few times on the 

control screen in front of him. Yondu is trying to connect with Star-Lord. 

Even if Yondudu wants to catch Star-Lord now, he has to let him know that he is very angry first and 

then scold him. Moreover, if Star-Lord had no intention to repent then Yondu might not be able to let 

him go. 

Dī Dī~Dī Dī~ 

After a few beeps of the signal, the picture on the big screen before Yondu’s eyes quickly changed into a 

video call. 

As the signal became strong, the picture in the video slowly becomes clear. Then, the heads of two 

people and a bear appeared in front of Yondu’s eyes. 

“Quill, you… that, who is that ugly guy behind you?” Yondu was planning to scold him first after seeing 

him but when he saw Deadpool standing behind Star-Lord, what he said changed. It seems that 

Deadpool is born with the ability to attract the attention of others. 

Brush! 

“Hahaha! This guy is blue! His whole body is blue! Is he a Smurf?! He looks so funny!” Just as Yondu 

finished speaking, Deadpool on the other side of the camera suddenly squeezed out from behind Star-

Lord and pointed to the screen and shouted while laughing. It seems that Yondu’s blue color and the 

fact that Yondu was speaking in a different language of the universe was enough of a surprise for 

Deadpool to forget about the Ugly guy comment. 

“Uh…” Originally, Star-Lord wanted to see what Yondu was going to say when he switched on the video 

and if it was the same as before. However, due to Deadpool’s interruption, the situation became a bit 

awkward. Deadpool doesn’t understand the various famous languages of the Universe but Yondu can 

speak English. 



Therefore, when Deadpool pointed to the Yondu on the screen while laughing and saying that he was a 

Blue Smurf, Yondu on the opposite side of the screen suddenly fell silent. Although Yondu’s Spaceship 

has not caught up across the screen, Star-Lord has also felt the change in Yondu’s aura. 

Card~ 

“Smurf, Who the fuck are they, and what did this asshole just called me?” Yondu whispered while 

staring at the ugly man on the screen. 

Yondu is from a Blue-Skinned native species called Centaurian, after his planet was destroyed, he did not 

allow anyone to make fun of his race’s skin color. Apart from Yondu, there are probably no other pure 

Blue-Skinned Centaurians in this universe. 

Therefore, Yondu also inherits the burden of his own race on himself. It can be said that Deadpool 

offended Yondu as soon as he spoke, and he offended him badly. 

“Deadpool! Stop speaking nonsense!” Seeing the change in Yondu’s face across the camera, Star-Lord, 

who was familiar with him, quickly turned his head to stop Deadpool’s continued taunts. 

“En?! What’s the matter? Isn’t this blue guy our enemy?” Deadpool asked with a surprised expression 

on his face when he heard Star-Lord’s words. Since the guy is an enemy, isn’t it normal to curse them 

and he hasn’t even started his cursing yet. 

“Peter Jason Quill, are you still planning to escape?” As Star-Lord stopped Deadpool, Yondu’s voice came 

from the other side of the screen again. This time, Yondu directly called out the full name of Star-Lord, 

which also meant that he was really angry. 

“Damn it!” Hearing Yondudu shouting his full name, coupled with Deadpool’s impolite behavior just 

now, Star-Lord had a very bad feeling in his heart. 

Originally, the relationship between Star-Lord and Yondu is not so much that you die or I die. Although 

Yondu had offered a bounty of 50,000 Galaxy Federal Units in the pirate group and hunter group to 

catch Star-Lord, Star-Lord knows that Yondu only did that so that he could keep his pride in that group. 

Even if Yondu blocked him this time, Star-Lord was confident in escaping, because Yondu would not kill 

him. However, after Deadpool, there was probably no chance of escape. 

“Why wouldn’t I escape? Did you really think that I want to get caught and skinned? I know how you are 

planning to kill me and you even offered a bounty on my name. Why wouldn’t I escape when all I am 

seeing is my death if I stayed?” Now that the matter has developed to this point, Star-Lord had to bite 

the bullet and muddled the water. 

He just hopes that the defensive counterattack system of the Ancient Ruins below will be stronger this 

time, otherwise, he would really be caught. 

“So what if I issued a bounty, I am still catching you here!” Yondu shouted fiercely when he heard Star-

Lord’s words. 

Card! 



After Yondu finished shouting this sentence, the video call ended. Then, Star-Lord saw the speed of the 

dozen or so Starships in the sky suddenly accelerate. It seemed that Yondu really didn’t intend to give 

Star-Lord a chance to escape this time. 

After catching Star-Lord, Yondu would take his time to tell him some things and as for that ugly man, 

Yondu would not let him continue to live. 

After Yondu disconnected the video call, Star-Lord glanced at Deadpool next to him with a very angry 

expression on his face. At this time, Deadpool didn’t know that he had offended Yondu, and he still felt 

that he hadn’t even exerted his power just now. 

“Rocket, can our engine still support us in Warp Flight?” Without paying attention to Deadpool, Star-

Lord asked the Rocket beside him while staring at the Starships that were quickly surrounding him. 

“The engine function has been damaged by 13.5%, and we can barely fly at a curved speed. However, 

we are in the atmosphere and not in the space vacuum. If we use warp speed then we will self-destruct 

before entering the curved orbit?” Hearing Star-Lord’s words, Rocket quickly answered. 

Warp Flight in the atmosphere is a very dangerous thing because Warp Flight is not the same as flying in 

the atmosphere. It is a flight mode designed for Ultra-Long-Distance transmission in a vacuum and 

empty universe. 

When flying at Warp Speed inside the atmosphere, the engine may explode due to overload before it 

reaches the conditions for entering Warp Speed. 

“Then do you think we have other ways to escape?” Star-Lord asked helplessly when he heard Rocket’s 

answer. 

Even if they can temporarily escape the blockade with the help of the defensive system of the Ancient 

Ruins below, it is definitely impossible for them to escape to Outer Space. Moreover, Yondu is really 

angry right now and Star-Lord is worried that they won’t even have a chance to talk before they get 

killed. 

Phoo~ 

“We can’t run away? I think there is always a solution. Rather than putting ourselves in an extremely 

dangerous situation, I think we can still talk to them.” Just when Star-Lord was struggling, Lin Rui silently 

walked over from behind and proposed. 

 


